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  0,5€ 

[a] 

  1,5€ 



Basic Idea 

▪ Vowels can be lexicalized with varying strengths. 
 

▪ The weaker the vowel, the least costly it is  
 i. to syncopate it 
 ii. To insert it in vowel epenthesis 
 
▪ Prediction: if a language has a lexical vowel which 

syncopates, and the epenthetic vowel must be 
chosen among lexical vowels, that vowel will be 
the same. 



Structure of the talk  

1) Illustration of the idea (Palestinian) 

2) Formalisation in Gradient Harmonic 
Grammar and note. 

3) Extension to languages with a non-lexical 
quality of epenthetic vowels: sub structures 
can be deficient (Yiddish? No, maybe Tigre) 

4) Non-vowelness of weak vowels  (French). 



Problem 

▪ Modern Hebrew, Palestinian have qualities 
/a,e,o,i,u/ (though different distributions, 
length):  

  But  

 Hebrew has [e] as epenthesis 
  [ʔaxal-t] ‘you ate’ vs. [naxát-et] ‘you landed’ (*tt) 

 Palestinian has [i] epenthesis 

   [raméː-t] ‘I threw’ vs. [katáb-it] ‘I wrote’ (*CC#)  
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▪ Modern Hebrew, Palestinian have qualities 
/a,e,o,i,u/ (though different distributions, 
length):  

  But  

 Hebrew has [e] as epenthesis 
  [ʔaxal-t] ‘you ate’ vs. [naxát-et] ‘you landed’ (*tt) 

 Palestinian has [i] epenthesis 

   [raméː-t] ‘I threw’ vs. [katáb-it] ‘I wrote’ (*CC#)  

 

Why? 
What do speakers learn? 



Illustration of idea 

▪ In both languages, the quality of the 
epenthetic vowel is identical to that of a lexical 
vowel that regularly undergoes syncope 

 

Hebrew:   [mekabél], [mekablím]  ‘he/they receive’ 

   [mekuba ́l], [mekubalím] ‘he/they are received’  

Palestinian:   [mísik], [mísk-u] ‘he/they held’ 

   [kátab], [kátab-u]  ‘he/they wrote’ 
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Illustration of idea 

▪ In both languages, the quality of the 
epenthetic vowel is identical of a lexical vowel 
that regularly undergoes syncop 

 

Hebrew:   [mekabél], [mekablím]  ‘he/they receive’ 

   [mekuba ́l], [mekubalím] ‘he/they are received’  

Palestinian:   [mísik], [mísk-u] ‘he/they held’ 

   [kátab], [kátab-u]  ‘he/they wrote’ 

      

Wait a second, why are we saying this is a 
lexical vowel? Why not say this is epenthesis 
too? 
Because in both languages, epenthetic 
vowels are usually ignored by stress 



Illustration of idea 

Palestinian  

  a. « stress last non final CVC syllable » 

   kátab  ‘he wrote’  

   katáb-ti  ‘you(f.) wrote’ 

 

  b. Feminine suffix    /e/ at word edge 

      /t/ before vowel     

       zba ́ːl-e ‘trash’ (f.) 

       zbaːl-t-i ‘my trash’ 
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  a. « stress last non final CVC syllable » 

   kátab  ‘he wrote’  

   katáb-ti  ‘you(f.) wrote’ 

 

  b. Feminine suffix    /e/ at word edge 

      /t/ before vowel     

            ʁúrf-e ‘room’ (f.) 

/ʁurf-t-i/ => ʁúrif-t-i ‘my room’   *ʁuríf-t-i 

    



Illustration of idea 

Palestinian  

   

   b.     ʁúrf-e ‘room’ (f.) 

/ʁurf-t-i/ => ʁúrif-t-i ‘my room’   *ʁuríf-t-i 

     

  c.  mísik ‘he held’ 

       mísk-u ‘they held’ (syncope) 

       misík-ti ‘you (f.) held’ *mísik-ti  



Illustration of idea 

Palestinian  

   

   b.     ʁúrf-e ‘room’ (f.) 

/ʁurf-t-i/ => ʁúrif-t-i ‘my room’   *ʁuríf-t-i 

       => [i] epenthetic 

 

  c.  mísik ‘he held’ 

       mísk-u ‘they held’ (syncope) 

       misík-ti ‘you (f.) held’ *mísik-ti  

       => [i] underlying 



Illustration of idea 

 

 

They learn that losing /i/ is not as problematic, 
as losing /a/, it comes at a lower cost  

 => lexical /i/ has a lower price than lexical /a/. 

What do speakers learn? 



Illustration of idea 

lexical /i/ has a lower price than lexical /a/. 

 

▪ In the terms of Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), 
throughout Palestinian /i/ has lower activity 
than /a/, e.g.  /i/ = activity 0.8 

   /a/ = activity 1 

 



Formalization of idea 

▪ In the terms of Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), 
thoughout Palestinian /i/ has lower activity than 
/a/, e.g  /i/ = activity 0.8 

  /a/ = activity 1 

 

▪ Suppose the grammar dispreferes any vowel in 
Syncopatable position. If Max has the weight 1, 
not syncopating /i/ is less of a violation (0.8) 
than syncopating /a/. 



Formalization of idea 

Smolensky & Legendre (2006) 

Taken from Faust & Smolensky (2017) 



Formalization of idea 

▪ In the same spirit, the unstressedness of epenthetic vowels: 
suppose stress implies having an output vowel with, say, 1.5 
activity. A lexical /i0.8/ enhanced to [i1.5] will violate Dep much 
less (0.7) than an epenthetic vowel raised to 1.5 (1.5). 



Formalization of idea 

▪ In the same spirit, the unstressedness of epenthetic vowels: 
suppose stress implies having an output vowel with, say, 1.5 
activity. A lexical /i0.8/ enhanced to [i1.5] will violate Dep much 
less (0.7) than an epenthetic vowel raised to 1.5 (1.5). No need for 

*StressedEpenthesis 



Note on formalization of idea 

▪ Gradient candidates? A result of the formalization in OT, not a 
problem of the idea. 



Note on formalization of idea 

▪ Gradient candidates? A result of the formalization in OT, not a 
problem of the idea. 
▪ The same goes for other aspects of the formalization, such as 
weight of constraints – the notion of activity is independent of 
the formalism 



Extension: non-lexical epenthesis 

▪ Not an easy thing to find. For instance,  

 

▪ Yiddish [ɨ/ə] is never stressed, so maybe it is non-
lexical epenthesis?  

 

▪ But then again, in [xásənə] ‘wedding’ the [ə] is not 
necessary for syllabic purposes… 



Extension: non-lexical epenthesis 

▪ suppose nevertheless that such vowels exist. For 
instance, in Tigre, the vowel [ɨ] is never found in 
places where it is not needed: 

  

 a. tɨfgər ‘leave (jussive)’           fɨgər  (truncated imperative) 

 b. jɨfəggɨr ‘leave.3msg.imperf.’   jɨfəgru (3mpl)         

 c. kəlɨb ‘dog’   kəlb-o  ‘his dog’ 

         etc. 

▪ Stress is not distinctive in Tigre. There is no reason to think that 
[ɨ] is sometimes underlying. 

    



Extension: non-lexical epenthesis 

▪ Lowenstamm & Prunet (1998) propose an analysis of 
the Tigre System in Element Theory (Kaye et al. 1985). 

 

▪ I = [i]  I,A = [e]   emptiness = [ɨ]   

  U = [u]  U,A = [o] 

  A =  [a]   A = [ə] 

 

▪  But an alternative would have it that [ɨ] has to have 
some substance.  
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▪ Lowenstamm & Prunet (1998) propose an analysis of 
the Tigre System in Element Theory (Kaye et al. 1985). 

 

▪ I = [i]  I,A = [e] I = [ɨ]  

  U = [u]  U,A = [o] 

  A =  [a]   A = [ə] 

 

▪  But an alternative would have it that [ɨ] has to have 
some substance. This can be headless I (headlessness 
being independently part of the system). 



Extension: non-lexical epenthesis 

▪ I = [i]  I,A = [e] I = [ɨ]  

  U = [u]  U,A = [o] 

  A =  [a]   A = [ə] 

 

▪  The other headless vowel /ə/, often harmonizes into 
[a] and [o] before /a/ and /o,u/ respectively (Faust 
2017). And so does epenthesis ([u] before [o,u]) 

  A => A / __ A  A => UA / __ U 

 

…Can be interpreted as a deficiency of headless vowels 



Extension: non-lexical epenthesis 

▪ I = [i]  I,A = [e] I = [ɨ]  

  U = [u]  U,A = [o] 

  A =  [a]   A = [ə] 

 

▪ Deficiency, headlessness = low activity. If, as in 
Palestinian, I(=/i/) has low activity, its headless, 
deficient status has even lower activity. 

▪ Since headlessness is allowed in the language, the 
headless /i/ becomes an option, one which « costs » 
less. 



Extension: non-vowelness of weaks 
vowels 

▪ Weakness can also be associated with not triggering 
certain effects. 

▪  Midi French: 

  => [ɛ/ɔ] in closed syll., [e/o] in open syll. 

   [ʁɛgl], [ʁe.glaʒ], *[ʁɛ.glaʒ] 

    [ã.kɔfr], [ãko.fʁe], *[ãkɔ.fre]  

       But  

  => syllable  is not « opened » by [ə]: 

    [ʁɛ.gləma ̃], *[ʁe.gləmã],  

    [ã.kɔ.frəma ̃], *[ã.ko.frəmã].  



Extension: non-vowelness of weaks 
vowels 

  => syllable  is not « opened » by [ə]: 

    [ʁɛ.gləma ̃], *[ʁe.gləmã],  

    [ã.kɔ.frəma ̃], *[ã.ko.frəmã].  

 

▪ Rizzolo (2002): [e,o] are underlyingly long, [ɛ,ɔ] are 
shortened versions: the alternation is reduced to 
closed syllable shortening. 

▪ In Strict CV (Lowenstamm 1996) long vowels must be 
licensed from following nucleus: [ʁe_glaʒ]  

 => impossible in closed syllables: [ʁɛ_gl_]  



Extension: non-vowelness of weaks 
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    [ʁɛ.gləma ̃], *[ʁe.gləmã],  

    [ã.kɔ.frəma ̃], *[ã.ko.frəmã].  

 

▪ Rizzolo (2002): « schwa does not have the power to 
license ». But why? 

 

▪ « Power » can be put in terms of activity. All of the 
activity of the weak vowel [ə] is spent on realizing the 
nucleus. It has no activity to contribute to licensing. 

 

 



Extension: non-vowelness of weaks 
vowels 

  => syllable  is not « opened » by [ə]: 

    [ʁɛ.gləma ̃], *[ʁe.gləmã],  

    [ã.kɔ.frəma ̃], *[ã.ko.frəmã].  

 

▪ Rizzolo (2002): « schwa does not have the power to 
license ». But why? 

 

▪ « Power » can be put in terms of activity. All of the 
activity of the weak vowel [ə] is spent on realizing the 
nucleus. It has no activity to contribute to licensing. 

 

 

In essence, licensing = contributing from one’s activity. 
Epethetic vowels do not have activity to contribute.  



Conclusion 

▪ The metaphor of gradient costs for segments is a 
fertile one. It can lead to advances in the 
understanding of 

  => syncope 

  => epenthsis 

  => stress-epenthesis interactions 

  => Length-epenthesis interactions 

 

…and possibly also vowel harmony, vowel reduction, 
word minimality etc. 
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